
For Port Kennedy locality refer to the redevelopment authority's scheme and maps for details.

Important notes:
This map series forms part of the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and should be interpreted in conjunction with the Metred Region Scheme as adopted on 30 October 1963.

Reserved lands:
- Parks and recreation
- Reserved public access
- Reserves
- Post installations
- State forest
- Gas and cultural
- Waterways
- Water catchments
- Public purposes - denoted as follows:
  - CS State Government
  - CR Commonwealth Government
  - SC State Government
  - ST State Energy Commission
  - SL Special uses
  - WA Water Authority of WA

Reserved roads:
- Primary regional roads
- Other regional roads

Zones:
- Urban
- Rural
- Rural - water protection
- Rural - bush
- Rural - bush forever area
- Special uses
- Special industrial
- Bond
- Bond - water protection
- Parks and recreation
- Restricted public access
- Protected areas
- Coastal
- Coastal - waterways
- Coastal - post installations
- Coastal - gas and cultural
- Coastal - cultural
- Coastal - rural
- Coastal - rural - water protection
- Coastal - rural - bush
- Coastal - rural - bush forever area
- Coastal - recreational
- Coastal - mine waste
- Coastal - water catchments
- Coastal - recreational - water catchments
- Coastal - coastal
- Coastal - coastal - water catchments
- Coastal - coastal - recreational
- Coastal - coastal - recreational - water catchments

Notice of delegation:
- Denoted as follows:
  - Site No: Bush Forever area

Redevelopment schemes:
- Redevelopment schemes/area

Region Scheme as adopted on 30 October 1963.

This map has been derived from an electronic version of the scheme held and maintained by the Planning and Heritage Division, Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage.

This map is a set of 36 which depicts the scheme and provisions of the Metropolitan Region Scheme as adopted on 30 October 1963. The area shown on this map is limited to the greater metropolitan area.

Amended to: 12th October 2020

GARDEN ISLAND

Sulphur Bay

Buchanan Bay

For Port Kennedy locality refer to the Port Kennedy Development Agreement Act 1992.